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€1.15bn

OVERVIEW
Unsurprisingly, the on-going effect of COVID-19
on the Irish commercial property market has
slowed investment activity relative to previous
periods.

INVESTMENT TURNOVER REACHED
APPROXIMATELY €1.15BN FROM
JANUARY TO SEPTEMBER END 2020

64

However, despite such fallouts, Irish commercial property
assets recorded turnover of €251m in direct investment
sales in quarter three. Against the backdrop of uncertainty,
the solid investor demand also saw a number of forward
commit transactions take place, which when combined
brings the sum to €680m in the three-month period.

APPROXIMATELY 64 INVESTMENT
TRANSACTIONS SOLD IN YTD 2020

In the nine months to September, direct investment sales
totalled €1.15bn across 64 transactions, representing a
significant decline on the same period in 2019 where
€2.4bn was recorded.

of total spend turnover, with international investors
particularly active in the higher end of the market.
The most significant deal in terms of value in the quarter
was the sale of the Dublin office asset located at 2
Burlington Road, acquired by KGAL for €94m.

A sectoral analysis of the Irish investment market from
January to September 2020 reveals office assets attracted
the highest share of investor interest, 69%. Followed by
residential assets accounting for 11% of turnover.

As the impact of COVID-19 continues to unfold,
investment in Irish commercial assets remains resilient at
present. While quarter two saw transactions put on hold
or delayed, the most recent quarter has witnessed
investors’ focus on a flight to quality with transaction
activity driven by a strong appetite for prime office
assets, particularly those in core locations.

Dublin trumped regional Ireland in terms of investor
interest capturing 97% worth of total turnover in the year
to date. Furthermore, appetite from international investors
remains strong with overseas capital accounting for €892m
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IRISH INVESTMENT MARKET
TRANSACTION ACTIVITY
Top Transactions, YTD 2020
Price
(Approx. €)

Sector

Quarter
Sold

Vendor

Purchaser

Bishop’s Square, Dublin 2

€183m

Office

Q2

Hines

GLL Real Estate Partners

The Treasury Building,
Grand Canal Street, Dublin 2

€115.5m

Office

Q1

Davy/ILIM &
Jayfield Ltd

Google Ireland Limited

2 Burlington Road, Dublin 2

€94m

Office

Q3

Henderson Park

KGAL

€84.2m

Office

Q1

Credit Suisse

Axa IM Real Assets

Clayton Hotel, Charlemont,
Dublin 2

€65m

Hotel

Q2

Dalata

Deka

30 – 33 Molesworth Street,
Dublin 2

€60m

Office

Q3

Henderson Park

KanAm Grund Group

Asset

La Touche House, IFSC,
Dublin 1

Source: Cushman & Wakefield Research

Following a quiet summer season in quarter
two, Ireland’s commercial property market
witnessed a further slowdown in investment
activity in quarter three as a direct result of
COVID-19.
Investment turnover reached approximately €251m across
11 deals in the three-month period from July to
September. Volumes recorded in quarter three reflect a
significant decrease on the €786m achieved over the
identical period in 2019.
In the year to date, investment into Irish commercial
property stood at €1.15bn across 64 deals, just shy of half
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the level witnessed in YTD 2019, approximately €2.4bn.
Nevertheless, more positively, the volumes recorded to
date, strongly point to year end turnover achieving levels
above the long run average for the eight-consecutive
year since 2013. The long run annual average turnover
stands at €1.28bn.
The largest transaction recorded over the third quarter
was the Dublin office asset of 2 Burlington Road to
German investment fund, KGAL, for a price in the region
of €94m.
The grade A office space forms part of the Capital
Collection, a portfolio of five prime Dublin offices that
2

Henderson Park gained as part of its acquisitions of
Green REIT and its assets in 2019. 2 Burlington Road is
fully let with a rent roll of just shy of €8m per annum.
Sentiment suggests the successful sale of a prime office
asset was widely welcomed by the market amid
economic turbulence caused by COVID-19, illustrating
the investor demand for prime assets.
Another notable transaction in the third quarter was the
acquisition of 30-33 Molesworth Street to German
investment fund, KanAm Grund Group, for
approximately €60m. The Molesworth Street property
comprises 5,300 sq m in two redeveloped and
refurbished buildings along with two Georgian buildings.
Again, the vendor of this asset was UK property
company Henderson Park Capital and forms part of the
Capital Collection. Interestingly, quarter three witnessed
Henderson Park Capital launch the Bloom Portfolio,
comprising a further three prime Dublin offices at St.
Georges Quay.
Additionally, the three month period saw Corum, a
French asset management company continue to
steadily increase their Irish portfolio with the €27.7m
acquisition of an office asset titled Block 12 at The
Campus in Cherrywood, Dublin 18. Block 12 is fully
occupied by Aviva Life & Pensions Ireland DAC with an
annual rental income of just over €1.8m.

Investment Turnover by Lot Size,
Volume VS Value, YTD 2020
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Bishop’s Square, Dublin 2, still remains the largest
transaction recorded in the year to date, sold for €183m.
Bishop’s Square and The Treasury Building mark the
only assets in excess of €100m YTD 2020. However,
Dublin office assets currently on the market such as 28
Fitzwilliam Square and One Molesworth Street, guiding
at €168m and €140m respectively, could potentially be
included by year end.
In terms of lot size, 2020 to date has seen a notable
reduction in the volume of deals in excess of €100m
with only two deals closing, totalling €298m combined.
This compared to seven sales during the same period in
2019 with an aggregate value of €1.3bn.
The €50m-€100m lot size accounted for the greatest
level of investment turnover in the year to date, 31% or
€357m. The largest number of deals transacted in the
€1m-€10m price bracket, 41 deals.

€100m+
The nine months to September recorded
two transactions in excess of €100m.
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IRISH INVESTMENT MARKET
INVESTMENT BY SECTOR
Investment activity in 2020 to date has
witnessed a shift in investor strategy in the
flight to quality assets. As expected during
periods of uncertainty, investor strategy
narrows, moving away from assets which
are perceived as riskier and towards core
assets which are deemed safer investments.
This has resulted in the market defined by a
continuing strong appetite for office assets,
particularly those in core locations.
Considering the top deals of YTD 2020 and in line
with similar trends witnessed historically, investor
appetite favoured the office sector as the leading
asset class, with keen interest originated from both
domestic and foreign investors.
OFFICES
Office assets accounted for approximately €200m of
the €251m turnover recorded in the third quarter,
bringing its year to date value to approximately
€794.5m or 69% of turnover across 22 deals. This
compares with €989m recorded over the identical
period in 2019. Given the functionality of the market
was greatly hampered by COVID-19 restrictions, the
decline in turnover levels across periods is relative.
When analysing the concentration of capital invested
into office assets in the year to date by location,
Dublin absorbed 99% of turnover, of which, 63% was
located in the Central Business District (CBD). The
remaining Dublin office transactions were found in
secondary and suburban locations, accounting for
77% and 23% of activity outside the CBD, respectively.
A key office transaction outside of the CBD in Q3 is
the acquisition by UK real estate investment manager
M7, of Sandyford Business Centre for approximately
€15.1m. Located in the suburbs, the sale is understood
to have achieved a yield in the region of 7.00%.
The dominance of office assets in the sector rankings
looks set to continue for the remaining three months
of 2020 as investor strategy narrows further to focus
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on prime assets in principal locations. This is opposed
to the strategy undertaken by investors entering
2020 where a wider blueprint of asset was deemed as
attractive investments. This switch in approach is as a
direct result of COVID-19.
RESIDENTIAL
Second to office assets, capital targeting residential
assets with a lease/tenant attached, accounted for
approximately €125m or 11% of turnover in the year to
date.
The third quarter recorded the sale of the Prestige
Portfolio to investment manager DWS for a price in
the region of €145m. The Dublin based portfolio
represents the largest PRS transaction in the year to
date and comprises three schemes under
construction and one existing scheme. The estimated
value attributed to the standing stock element of the
portfolio located in the Cedar Place scheme, Swords,
is in the region of €30m. This makes the transaction
the largest direct residential investment in the third
quarter.
Also closing over the three-month period was the sale
of 20 apartments at the Ice Rink Development,
Dolphin’s Barn, Dublin 8, acquired by a private UK
investor for €6.25m.
Other notable residential transactions in the year to
date include Herberton, Dublin 8, acquired by LRC
Group for €36.5m and the Rathgar Road Collection,
Dublin 6, also acquired by LRC Group for €18m.
INDUSTRIAL
Industrial investment turnover remained unchanged
from quarter two, €55m across ten industrial assets.
This is marginally above the €53m recorded over the
comparable period in 2019. Despite no industrial asset
trading hands in quarter three, market intelligence
suggests strong investor demand is present for the
asset class, for a unit of appropriate quality and scale.
Availability of product of this type remains limited in
the market and therefore it is likely such transactions
may be recorded off-market.
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RETAIL
At the end of September, retail assets accounted for
€41.1m over ten deals, significantly lower than the
€322.3m recorded over the same period in 2019.
However, interestingly, the third quarter witnessed the
sale of three retail investments sub €10m all funded by
domestic capital. Aviva secured €5.5m from Irish
investment manager Elskstone for a retail banking hall,
which is fully let to Bank of Ireland, in Balbriggan, North
Dublin. A neighbouring North Dublin sale of the Lusk
Town Centre supermarket was recorded for €4m to a
private Irish investor. The third retail sale of the quarter
was 1 Shop Street Galway, and notably the only
investment made outside of Dublin over the period.

Investment by Sector, YTD 2020 VS YTD 2019

YTD 2020
9%
3%
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2%
15%
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11%

13%

The remaining asset class groups to feature in the year
to date comprised the other category, including one
hotel deal, the sale and leaseback of the Clayton Hotel
for €65m, one student accommodation deal, the sale of
the National College of Ireland scheme located in the
IFSC for €35.6m, and two healthcare centres. Combined,
the other category totalled approximately €106m or 9%
of turnover.
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YTD 2019

2%

MIXED USE & OTHERS
Mixed use assets totalled approximately €31m or 3% of
turnover from January to September end 2020,
representing a sizable decrease from the €369m
recorded in YTD 2019. It must be noted however that
turnover levels in 2019 were largely inflated by
transactions such as the sale of Heuston South Quarter,
Dublin, for €220m and Half Moon Street, Cork, for €36m.
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27%
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*Other includes Hotel, Student Accommodation, Healthcare,
Unknown & Other Transactions
Source: Cushman & Wakefield Research
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IRISH INVESTMENT MARKET
INVESTMENT ACTIVITY BY LOCATION & SOURCE
OF CAPITAL
When investigating the concentration of
investor activity in Ireland so far, it is of no
major surprise that Dublin continues to be the
epicentre of activity. The capital accounted for
over €1.1bn or 97% of investment activity in
YTD 2020.

Source of Foreign Capital, YTD 2020

23%

Outside of Dublin, activity was muzzled with just
€36.4m transacting across 10 deals. Quarter three
recorded just one regional transaction, the previously
mentioned retail asset sale of 1 Shop Street, Galway,
acquired by a private Irish investor for €2m.
Despite the hurdles facing foreign investors such as
COVID-19 travel restrictions, the attractiveness of Irish
commercial property is evident by their continued
strong presence in the market. Funds sourced from a
foreign investor represented 78% of total turnover in
2020 to date, while domestic capital stood at 16% during
the same period.

Source of Capital Spend, YTD 2020

77%

Europe

US

Source: Cushman & Wakefield Research
6%

Analysing the origin of overseas capital over the ninemonth period reveals 77% of foreign capital was sourced
from Europe. With key European players GLL Real Estate
Partners, Axa IM Real Assets, Deka, KGAL, KanAm Grund
Group, DWS, LRC Group and Corum. The remaining 23%
of foreign capital originated from the United States, with
interest from corporate groups such as Google, and
investment managers such as Arena and Exeter.
Interestingly, all foreign capital invested in Irish
commercial assets over the third quarter was sourced
from Europe.

16%

78%

Foreign

Domestic

Unknown

Source: Cushman & Wakefield Research
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IRISH INVESTMENT MARKET
OUTLOOK
As the final quarter of the year commences,
unsurprisingly, transaction activity in the Irish
investment market will be strongly influenced
to the unknown path of the COVID-19
pandemic. In addition to this uncertainty, the
market faces a challenge in the misalignment
between vendors and purchasers pricing
expectations.
Market intelligence points towards an unwillingness of
some vendors to acknowledge purchasers shifting price
parameters. Despite these challenges, market insight
anticipates the closing three months of the year to
record robust turnover levels with assets such as One
Molesworth Street and Royal Hibernian Way attracting
keen investor interest.
Commenting on the market, Kevin Donohue, Head of
Capital Markets Ireland, Cushman & Wakefield noted;

“As expected, the summer months witnessed
fewer investment transactions due to the
fallout created by COVID-19. Investors
have taken the opportunity to review their
portfolios and as a result a large number
of assets have been launched to the market,
pointing to a busy year end.”

Lastly, Cushman & Wakefield’s forecasted yield outlook
for the Dublin investment market in 2020 projects office
yields to remain stable for year end. At present, there is
no evidence of a movement in prime office yields in
Dublin. Investor demand continues to be holding strong,
with the repeated phrase of a “flight to quality”
apparent. Sentiment suggests that super prime assets
are expected to achieve sub 4.00% with prime assets
holding at 4.00%.
The yield outlook for the logistics market projects a
slight inward movement of yields by year end, mirroring
the trends witnessed across much of Europe where
further compression is evident on prime industrial yields.
Although evidence is limited due to the availability of
prime stock, capital flows indicate a further narrowing
between retail and industrial yields is evident in Ireland.
Prime yield outlook for retail assets is forecast to remain
unchanged by year end, however a yield correction for
the asset class was previously built in, up from 3.50% in
Q4 2019 to 4.00% in 2020, with further outward
movements anticipated in 2021.

Prime Yields Outlook, 2020
Prime Yields
Q3 2020

Outlook Year
End 2020

Dublin Office

4.00%

=

Dublin Retail

4.00%

=

Dublin Industrial

4.75%

Sector

Source: Cushman & Wakefield Research
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